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British Council had organized an awareness workshop on digital learning for teachers and students.
Rasikh Zubair and Burhan Azhar of VII Amber attended the Extravaganza English Fun event. They 
learnt about 'Learn English Smartphone Apps', 'Premier Skills English Website' to improve the four 
skills and to enhance the grammar and vocabulary. Both the boys took part in a vocabulary 
competition with many other schools; Rasikh Zubair won the First prize.

In order to invoke interest for Mathematics among students, BTSC teachers always motivate Bravians 
to participate in different competitions. Like every year, 53 students from Boys campus participated 
in ISMO. Zain ul Abadin of VII Amber secured the 5th position from Lahore zone and got the cash 
prize of Rs. 2500.

EXTRAVAGANZA ENGLISH FUN

ISMO NATIONAL INTERSCHOOL MATHS OLYMPIAD

Dear Readers,
Ambition is the path to success; persistence is the vehicle you arrive in. Success seems to be 

connected with action.  In BTSC we have life and success in full swing. Our students are lively and 
fully charged. The school indulges the students in learning through fun by organizing various 
activities. Lately our students have shown what they could achieve. This will be evident in the 

current post. 
Enjoy reading!
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INTER-NATIONAL KANGAROO LINGUISTIC CONTEST, 2015 

SPORTS DAY - GIRLS

Our Bravians appeared for the first time in the Linguistic Contest and out of 169 participants from 
Grade1 to 2ndyear College, seven students got the Bronze Medal. This is the first time we have 
received 7 medals at one go in an Academic Contest. The whole contest was supervised by Ms.Saman 
Mujahid and the English teachers. It may be pointed out that this is an International Academic Event 
and our students were competing with the students of their age groups from all over the world. Apart 
from the Bronze Medals we had also received a cheque of Rs.20, 280 as an honorarium by the 
Committee of International Kangaroo Linguistic Contest for the teachers of the winners. The names of 
the medal winners are as follows

Bahria Town School & College organized a wonderful Sports Day for girls on the 18th of February, 
2016. This year the sports day was witnessed the enthralling performances. Multiple hours of 
training and strenuous efforts taken by the students and teachers will be long remembered. Its 
objective was to develop in the students the spirit of sportsmanship, a venue to display their physical 
prowess and gain hands on experience of organizing a sports day. The event began at 9:00 am in the 
Aleem Dar Cricket Stadium, Sector C. The participants were all very enthusiastic and in high spirits, 
eager to take part in the various sorts of races and competitions. The students showcased their unity, 
understanding and will-power in the various forms of sports activities. The Cultural Dance, Aerobics 
and Gymnastics were eye-catching events. The sports day began with the March Past. Our honoured 
chief guest, a renowned international baseball player and President of Pakistan Federation Baseball 
Mr. Khawar Shah, was given a warm welcome by the Bravians. At the end, a Prize Distribution 
Ceremony was held to announce the winners of the different races and contests.

Lameah Arshad I Red
Hassan Raheel II Aqua
Muhammad Abyan II Red

Muhammad Azlan II Purple
Muhammad Nael Rehman II Amber
Mahad Rana III Green
Mahnoor Fatima III Violet
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CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY

SPORTS DAY - BOYS

Students of Grades IV and V participated in the play “Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory ”. The play was staged in the first week of March at 
Sector B auditorium. Students of Grades I, II and III acted as Oompa 
Loompas. Students' superb acting, spontaneous dialogue delivery, funny 
actions and dances of the Oompa Loompas mesmerized the audience. 
The play was a big hit of the year. The audience enjoyed a lot and 
appreciated the efforts of the students and the teachers.

It is not the sound and the fury that count but the effort in the right direction which makes a mark. 
Keeping this in view, we spot out our sports talents and provide all necessary facilities to train the 
Bravians properly enabling them to compete with the world champions with no feelings of 
diffidence.
BTSC Boys Sports Event was organized at Aleem Dar Cricket Stadium on 19th of February, 2016. 
All the four Houses, Iqbal, Salahuddin, Tipu and Jinnah showed zeal and zest in the races. The 
Taekwondo, Aerobics and Gymnastics were eye-catching events and they were highly appreciated by 
the parents.  Gymnastic students were trained by Mr Arshad Qamar, Taekwondo practice was 
brought into ground by Mr Shaukat and entertaining Physical Training was structured by Mr Xasha.
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Inter school & Inter House Art Competition was held on 4th February in Sector C. It was a day when 
we witnessed creativity exploding in every piece of art. It was a wonderful opportunity to think out of 
the box. The competition not only served its sole purpose but also gave a platform to the students to 
display their vivid ideas and to learn more by interacting with others. The theme of the Inter School 
Art competition was the historical buildings of Pakistan and the Pakistani culture.  It also enhanced 
awareness amongst students who came to know their historical roots.
The results of the Inter School Art competition are as following;
1st Position: Ayesha Nagi   SISA (Main Campus)
2nd Position: Yusra Fatima  Crescent Model
3rd Position: Emaan Chaudhry  SISA
Consolation: Aimen Khan Lodhi Crescent Model 
Results of Inter House Art Competition 
Junior School (I-V)
1st Position: Shaf Riaz - III Beige - Jinnah House
Middle School (VI-VIII)
1st Position: Taha Saeed - VII Aqua - Tipu House
Senior School (IX-Inter II)
1st Position: Mirza Shehryar Baig - XI O - Jinnah House

Since the very beginning of the Bahria Town 
School, the Bonfire has always been a yearly 
opportunity for current and former Bravians to 
release some of the tension of exams and 
assignments. The most awaited event of the 
year commenced on Saturday, 23rd January in 
the ground of Sector B. The event was organized 
by Ms Shagufta Ijaz, Ms Sadaf Saddique and Mr 
Rohail Sadiq.
Food and games stalls were visited by a large 
number of people. Palmistry and Face Painting 
attracted a large amount of people of different 
ages and interests. Jumping Castle and Horror 
Bus were liked by a lot of children.  People of all 
ages came to see ravishing performances of our 
extremely talented students.
There were energetic and classical dance 
performances by none other than our 
BRAVIANS Sajawal Langha, Bilawal Langha and 
the two brothers Hassan and Husnain.
Our Ex-Bravian Damia Farooq and Ibrahim Nasir 
sang songs in their melodious voices and got a 
lot of appreciation from the audience. 

INTER-SCHOOL &INTER-HOUSE ART COMPETITIONS

BONFIRE
    2016
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INTER-HOUSE ENGLISH & URDU
POETRY RECITATION COMPETITION 

Inter house English & Urdu Poetry Recitation Competitions were held on February 23rd and 24th. 
Bravians with the knowledge of poetic details took part. The results are as follow:

Results of English Poetry Recitation 
Competition
BOYS CAMPUS
Junior School
1st Position: Suffyan Rashid -V Aqua - Jinnah
Middle School
1st Position: Ahmed Zaheer - VI Beige-
Salahuddin
Senior School
1st Position: Akhmas Balooch-II Year-
Salahuddin
GIRLS CAMPUS (Junior)
Junior School (1-3)
1st Position: Ibraheem Ahmad-III Purple-Jinnah
Junior School (4-5)
1st Position: Areej Fatima-V Green-Salahuddin
GIRLS CAMPUS( Senior)

Middle School
1st Position: Aleezay Anees-VII Pink-Tipu 
Senior School
1st Position: Maryam Nawaz-Inter I-Jinnah
ORCHARD CAMPUS
Junior School 1-3 
1st Position: Hania- V Maroon- Jinnah
Junior School 4-5
1st Position: Hifza Noor-IV Maroon-Iqbal
Results of Urdu Poetry Recitation Competition
Junior School
1st Position: Riyaan Ahmed -V Aqua -Salahudin 
Middle School
1st Position: Rasikh zubair -VII Amber -
Salahuddin 
Senior School
1st Position: Hassan Akam -I Year -Salahuddin 

Pakistan Poetry Slam is a programme designed to create safe spaces within 
schools and universities to develop necessary skills in self- expression and self 
confidence for the next generations of Pakistanis. Poetry slam is a performance 
poetry phenomenon which has taken the world by storm. Poetry slam is a form 
of performance based poetry that allows the audience to actively participate in 
the world the poet has created. This programme is led by Zohab Khan and 
Zainab Syed who are the poetry slam champions with many years of 
experience in the educational system in Australia and the United States. On  
4th of February, 2016 a performance of poetry slam champions was arranged 
by Ms. Saman Mujahid in Sector B. Zohab and Zainab presented some unique 
pieces of poetry in their own distinctive style. Through their pieces of poetry 
they taught self- love and empowerment, provided an alternate and 
constructive form of entertainment and told the audience the real meaning of 
spoken word poetry. They also conducted a poetry workshop for the students 
in the third and fourth week of February. Students were taught different 
strategies to gain confidence, self- control, creativity and poetry writing. After 
the workshops students were awarded certificates. They were also given 
invitations to attend the final of a Poetry Competition at national level held by 
Pakistan Poetry Slam.

PAKISTAN POETRY SLAM
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BAKE SALE FOR CHARITY
To inculcate the habit of giving charity to the needy, BTSC off and on organizes “Bake Sale for Charity” 
in different campuses of the school. Our Social Welfare Club in collaboration with the students of 
sector B collected an amount of Rs. 81577   from the bake sales in the school. An amount of Rs. 17000 
was also collected by the students of Girls College in Sector A.
This year they visited Children's Hospital with gifts for the children. They spent Rs 54577 and the 
remaining amount will be spent by the end of the academic year.   This effort was not only 
appreciated by the doctors and the parents but brought beautiful smiles to the innocent faces.

BTSC idol 2016 was held on the 14th of January, 2016.  
The comperes were Maryam Nawaz from inter 1 and 
Gul Nawaz from inter 2. They opened the house competition with warm 
enthusiasm and exuberance which gave the audience a feeling of wellbeing. One by one the 
participants came and mesmerized the crowd with their melodious voices. The whole auditorium 
was full of cheers. There were three energetic and classical dance performances by none other than 
our BRAVIANS Sajawal Langha, Bilawal Langha and the two brothers Hassan and Husnain. Hamza 
from our Accounts Department performed a beautiful dance. 
The event was organized by Ms Shagufta Ijaz, Ms Sadaf Saddiq and Mr Rohail Sadiq. The judges were 
Fatima Butt and Rabia Habib who are the emerging singers of our country.
At the end Mr Saleem Kashmiri our worthy Principal announced the results of the competition and 
thanked all the audience and staff members for attending the show and for their cooperation. The 
results are as follows:
Junior School  -    1st Position: Nawal Wasim- V-Purple -Tipu House         
Middle School  -  1st Position: Amna Naveed - VII-Red - Salahuddin House
Senior School  -   1st Position: Hamda Farooq - XI-O - Salahuddin House 

BTSC IDOL 
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Annual Proclamation Day Boys was held on Saturday 27th February, 2016 in Sector B. Dr Azhar 
Hassan Nadeem, RTD Inspector General of Punjab Police, honoured the event as chief guest. Akhmas 
Baloch and Abaan Anjum (Inter II) hosted the event. Quranic verses were recited By Hassan Akram 
(Inter II) and translated by Amir Gulzar (X O). Holy Prophet (SAW) was paid homage by Hassan Anwar 
Rao (Inter I). Later, Hafiz Umair (Inter I) presented Kalam e Iqbal. Next came Faraz Karim (XI O) who 
delivered a farewell speech on behalf of outgoing students. Bilal Shahid (X O) conveyed a goodbye 
speech on behalf of the staying students. Next, Gull Nawaz was invited to deliver a speech on 
Pakistan’s Current Situation. Principal, Mr. Saleem Kashmiri addressed to the parents. After the 
Principal’s speech came the much awaited part of the day. Dr. Azhar Hassan Nadeem and the Vice 
Principal, Ms. Bushra Irfan distributed the medals among the shining students. In the end Hussnain 
Bhatti (VII Amber) and Dildar Mustafa (VIII Aqua) entertained the parents and the students with their 
melodious songs. The ceremony came to an end with the national anthem.

Annual Proclamation Day Girls was held in the Assembly 
square of Sector B on 26th February 2016. Our Chief Guest 
was the talented scholar, writer, actor and educationist Mr. 
Naeem Tahir. The event began with the recitation of the 
Holy Quran followed by its translation. Maryum Nawaz, 
student of Inter I, and Maryum Akbar, student XIO, were the stage 
secretaries. Anna Ahmed, brilliant student of XIO, delivered an emotional 
and heart warming speech on behalf of the outgoing O level class. One of 
our young student of class II, Azfareen Zainab, delivered a speech on “If I 
were the Principal” turned everyone into laughter. Medals were awarded 
to the best co-curricular and academic achievers by our chief guest, Mr. 
Naeem Tahir. He addressed the audience and appreciated the way the 
event was organized. At the end of the ceremony, everyone stood in 
respect of the national anthem, and thus, a great day came to an end.

ANNUAL PROCLAMATION DAY-GIRLS

ANNUAL PROCLAMATION DAY-BOYS
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TECHNOLOGY OPEN DAY
ORCHARD CAMPUS

All Rights Reserved by BTSC
www.bahriatownschool.edu.pk

Preschool presentations always turnout to be the most 
colourful event of the year. The idea behind is to foster 
confidence and bring out the potential of the children.
The themes of the Orchard Preschool were Disney 
Characters, Pakistan and Muslim Countries. Where as the 
themes of Preschool Sector A were, Mother Nature,  
Pakistan Zindabad and Seven Continents.

A

ANNUAL PRESENTATION

FUNWEEK

PRESCHOOL
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